EVALUATION OF CARLTON PLACE

ONLY

56%

JOANNE KINLOCH

of staff thought the
environment had an
impact on their
wellbeing

Access to Nature

Design

Influences on Well-being
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Choice

Inclusion

Indoor Air Quality

Noise

APPEARANCE AND LAYOUT
Design

84%

of staff thought the
layout and
design to facilitate
a productive work
was poor

‘I don't think a
hospice should
be hidden away.
I think they should
be declared and
obvious...the
city should have
ownership of it in
terms of profile
and awareness, in
terms of what it is
and where it is.’
Front not accessible

Hospice More Visible

Rear feels clinical and not welcoming

Entrance obvious but ambulances parked

‘People don't
want to be cut
off so I think
it's nice that
it's open and
there's lots of
different things
going on there’

Reception feels homely and reduces initial anxiety

Reception

Day services looks old fashioned and tired

‘there was a patient once,
he was fine with me, but
he had a history of being
verbally aggressive and quite
threatening to staff so I was
a wee bit anxious about
seeing him in that room just
because you're so far away…
so I felt a little bit vulnerable
in that space - just because
it feels so far removed from
anywhere else’
Modern Counseling rooms Isolated Consulting Room

Modern western club lounge

Clinical looking W/Cs

Carpet

INPATIENT UNIT LAYOUT

50%

of staff thought that
the layout was
difficult for patients
and visitors

Design

NS

Duty
Room

Store
NS

Down to shower
room

Key

WARD 1

WARD 1

WARD 1

WARD 2

IPU Circulation: Single corridor
Staff route
Staff destination
Enclosed staff area
Open staff area
Ward bed area
Single Room

‘if you need to get on [to a computer] now
to access patient records and then you
can't get on it and you have to wait and
then that obviously interferes with providing
care as well’.
Ward Office Computer Access

Nurses walk on average 4-5 miles during a 12 hour shift

Weekday Steps:8481
4.2miles

Weekend Steps:10484
5.2miles

Drug
Room

AUTUMN INDOOR AIR QUALITY

57%

Inpatient Unit

of staff thought
that there was a
low ventilation rate

Indoor Air Quality

Other

‘Oh, it's never the same. You walk into one
room and you walk into another room and
you’re roasting.’.
Temperature Fluctuation

INPATIENT NOISE LEVELS
Ward

All day

Day: 50.8
Night: 45.4
Max: 54.6 @ 12pm-13pm

1% over conversation level
6% over disturb rest
60% over ideal sleeping (10pm-8am)

55

Noise

Single Room
Day: 50.5
Night: 43.5
Max: 54.4 @ 11am-12pm

55

1% over conversation level
5% over disturb rest
34% over ideal sleeping (10pm-8am)

GENERAL NOISE LEVELS
9am-5pm

Day Services
‘I'll be in there having a very difficult conversation with
somebody they could be in tears or something and
there's laughter.’

26% over conversation level
36% over disturb rest

Noise Transfer within Day Lounge

55

Noise

Reception
‘I do think you have to work harder from the noise and
the distraction that you’re hearing people and that
you’re actively listening’
Speaking on Phone in Reception

55

4% over conversation level
14% over disturb rest

ACCESSIBILITY

56%

of staff thought the
accessibility of the
building was poor

68%

of staff thought the
parking facilities were
poor

‘that adds an extra pressure that it shouldn’t
really. We shouldn't really be depending on the
car park meters.’
Narrow Corridors

Heavy doors

Metered Park Hinders Appointments

‘if you’re looking for
equality, everybody
should be able to
come in the one door;
just because you’re in
a wheelchair doesn’t
mean to say you should
have to go around the
back; everybody should
be able to come in the
one door.’

Inclusion

No Equality in Entrance

Car park spaces too small and too few

Entrance DDA compliant but it is long
‘even although the put the meet and greeter
at the top of the ramp it's still quite a distance
before you're saying hello to somebody’
Distance of Entrance Ramp

Way to reception from rear is not always obvious

INDEPENDENCE AND BELONGING

53%

of staff where
dissatisfied with the
adaptability of the
bed area

‘it’s fairly restrictive for
the patient’s needs,
having the flexibility
to use the spaces,
depending on whether
the patients sick or
well, or for observation
or requiring privacy,
but that’s moving
patients - not adapting
spaces.’
Everything is done from the one area

Reorganising Bed Allocations

Tight Bathrooms

‘you're doing
everything
on that table;
you're eating,
you could have
a patient that's
soiled and
you’re cleaning
them and it’s
all in the same
environment.’

Inclusion

Contamination

‘if people haven't made art work
before then [working at a table]
then becomes the expectation
of this is what is needed. When
actually, … we know that
creativity can involve all sorts of
different ways of making work
and it would be great, and for
some people that would be an
access point’
Lack of circulation space within art room

Art Room Confined to One Way of Working

‘what we want
for young
people is to
have ownership
of a space so
as they feel like
they belong
and that they
are valued.’.
Butterfly room not appropriate decor for young people

Space has to be adapted to suit and not ideal set up

Belonging

Ad hoc storage in one room

PRIVACY

40%

‘When I’m
pulling the
curtain around
the bed, I
would usually
say this is to
create the
illusion of
privacy… it's
not private.’
Ward - No Privacy

‘If someone is sitting that is
completely compos mentis
and can move about and
the person in the next bed
is taking his last breath…
that's quite horrific for them
to hear and watch…you
can see it affecting them’

Nurse station in Ward 2 is very exposed

End of Life on Ward

of staff thought space
for talking to
colleagues away from
patient areas
was poor

20%
32%

of staff never felt they NEVER
had time alone when needed
of staff never felt they RARELY
had time alone when needed

‘if you've had multiple
distressing conversation
with families, you may feel
like wandering by them in
the cafe, is not a thing you
want to do 10 minutes later,
and you’re kind of restricted
because you have to come
down and sign out but you
can use other stairs and
different routes.’
Family room often used for meetings

Different Route Through Building

Cafe often used for meeting

‘we need to be
aware of our
body language
and how we
look because
patients and
relatives are
walking passed
us all the time
so even if we're
having a bit of
a meltdown’.

Choice

Exposed exit from day lounge rooms

Corridor with windows to day services office

No Visual Privacy

Staff room is away from public areas

RELATIONSHIPS
‘There's not a
specific area for
family to go and be
able to have some
privacy, which I think
is a significant issue,
having worked in
other hospices that
do have that facility,
I think it makes a
difference.’

Western club lounge - family room

Large family room

No Family Only Area

Dining room

‘that's the whole
point of day
services - a bit of
socialisation. So
even if they don't
want to chat they
can sit and listen
to other people
chatting, so it's
good for bringing
people together.’
Place to Socialise

Day lounge tables conducive to socialising

‘I think there are some patients
that can feel lonely in a side
room and they would prefer to
have a chat… they've maybe
had a bad experience, like
being in a room in the QE with
the door shut for 4 hours, they
can find that quite isolating
and the idea of coming across
and replicating that can be
quite anxiety inducing.’

Choice

Single room

Potential Isolation

Social aspect of ward environment

SENSE OF CONTROL

Staff felt they NEVER or
RARELY had control over:
TEMPERATURE

64%

Wall lights

Ceiling lights at Ward 1 NS

‘A patient would get
a fright at night if you
put it on… if you've got
patients and families as
well and they’re maybe
sleeping and you go
in to do a check, it’s
quite hard to see and
you don't want to wake
people up, so sometimes
you've not got much
space to go around the
bed, if they've got a pull
down bed’

of the time

VENTILATION

56%
of the time

NATURAL LIGHT
Ward at night

Over bed Lighting

IPU: Working at Night

48%
of the time

‘you've got visitors coming
in constantly, the phone is
going constantly, people
asking you to do things
constantly…So if you're trying
to get something typed up…
trying to get it finished can
sometimes be difficult with
constant interruptions’

Choice

ARTIFICIAL LIGHT

40%
of the time

Working in Reception
NOISE

60%

‘there's nowhere you can go
that's quiet … It can be quite
upsetting at times as well and
sometimes you just like to sit…’
No Time Alone

of the time
Reception

LIGHT THROUGHOUT THE BUILDING

40%

of staff thought
access to a window
with views was poor

Art room with glare from table

Basement window bars

Blinds down or obscure glazing to provide privacy

‘A lot of the times
I don't even pull
my blinds right up
because I don't
like looking at
bars…. The feel
and the look of it,’

View from cafe

Access to Nature

Counseling area lots of natural light and good views

Basement Outlook

View of lights at night

View from sanctuary

Good level of natural light within day lounge

WINDOWS WITHIN INPATIENT UNIT

Ward 2 city views across river

‘The hustle and bustle of everyday and no two days are ever the same and it's
just amazing watching the wildlife; like the swans and the ducks and the gulls
on the water. And watching everybody going back and forth across the bridge
and all the cars going past. Then at Christmas time when Buchannan Street is all
lit up with all the lights and things… It's brilliant for the patient because if they've
got their bed at the window they can see out and they just love that.’
IPU Outlook

Views from bed

Access to Nature

‘the small single room
in ward 1 is just like a
blackhole. That's not
healthy for any person
to be in that room’
Single Room

River view

ACCESS TO OUTSIDE

68%

of staff thought that
access to outside
was poor

Sanctuary access

Day lounge access to outside

Bed space with poor access to windows

‘we get patients quite a lot
that say they would like to go
outside but they know they
can't go outside and they just
kind of are accepting of that
but if somebody really likes the
outdoors and things like that
and would like to be outside we
would try and get them closer to
the window… and they all find
the water quite comforting’
Garden patio with car park outlook

Outside seating area used by staff

Access to Nature

IPU: Access to Outside

Outlook from staff seating area

Garden patio with narrow path

‘the aim at all times is to enhance the quality of life…
the building itself part of the therapy’
Dr Anne Gilmore, founder of the PPWH
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